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FOCUS
Crossrail - steaming ahead

W

ith Crossrail opening in phases over the next
two years, growing numbers of would-be sellers
are now sitting tight and waiting for the trains to start
running before putting their home on the market.
Typically it was investors who were aware of Crossrail
first, and from 2012, accounted for the majority of
buyers within a mile of a station. The proportion of
sales to investors peaked at 45% in 2014, but has

since fallen to 27%. With investors buying and selling
less frequently they’re often happier to wait longer for
the new links to start running. But as the prospect of
new links start getting close to reality and knowledge
of the scheme grows, owner occupiers have been
taking the place of investors and using it themselves.
Both investors who bought in early and owner
occupiers looking to take advantage of the links
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themselves are holding on and waiting for the trains
to start running. While the effect of Crossrail has
pushed up prices and attracted investment into areas
along the route, it now looks to be fully priced in.

London in line with the wider market – Forest
Gate, Maryland, Hanwell and Abbey Wood all
stand out as having done particularly well.

Homes within a mile of a Crossrail station have
seen prices rise 15% more than the areas it passes
through since work started in 2009 (66% vs
51%). While prices have gone up most in central
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ECONOMY
How confident are you? It matters

How much households spend is affected by lots
of things, but confidence is really important.
Movements in consumer confidence signal what
happens to spending, but also what will happen
to housing market activity. Developments in the
housing market and consumption are closely linked.
Indeed, house price inflation and consumption
growth have moved closely together in the past.
In large part, that close relationship is because
household decisions to consume or buy property
are driven by common factors such as income
growth, confidence and financial conditions.
However, when the housing market is healthy,
households feel richer and more confident about
spending – giving economic growth an extra boost.
Consumer confidence has held up well in recent
months, despite the uncertainty households face
about Brexit and the outcome of the election. So
it is possible that spending growth could bounce
back a little, and that the housing market could
pick up slightly. The big thing in favour of both
events is the availability of finance. With the cost of
borrowing at historically low levels households may
be able to take advantage of credit to smooth them

through the current period of weak wage growth.
That will help to stabilise the economy and with
economic growth supported, buyers and sellers
may find the confidence they need to move house.
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onsumer confidence is vital for the success
of the economy because of the way it affects
spending behaviour. When consumers are feeling
confident they spend more and that helps to drive
economic growth. In fact, it may surprise you, but
household spending is the biggest driver of the UK
economy. It accounts for about 60% of all domestic
expenditure – more than three times as much as the
government – so any pick up (or fall) in consumer’s
activity affects the rate of economic growth.

Consumer Confidence Score, 3m average
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SALES
Tick tock - Greater availability of higher loan to value
mortgages cuts time to save by nearly eight years

I

t takes an average single buyer nearly 12 years
to save a 15% deposit for their first home. That’s
a whole year longer than at the end of 2015. But
it’s not all bad news. Lenders are increasingly
offering higher loan to value mortgages and the
rates charged on them have come down more than
for any other mortgage type. Taking advantage of
Help to Buy or taking out a 90% mortgage means
that the time to save a deposit falls substantially.

Lenders have been a lot happier to offer higher loan
to value mortgages which is good news for firsttime-buyers. The proportion of loans made at 90%
or more was 5% in 2016, up from 3.8% in 2015
and this increasing availability of lending at higher
LTVs, combined with lower mortgage rates has
improved the ability to buy for first time-buyers.
For a single buyer in London it still takes 18 years
and three months to save up for a 15% deposit
– that’s six and a half years more than the UK
average. The South East and the South West
are the second and third areas where it takes
the longest time to save for a deposit – 15 years
and three months and 14 years and six months
respectively. But with interest rates set to remain
low for the foreseeable future, borrowing will stay
cheap and that’s good news for first-time-buyers.

In Q4 2016 it would take an average single firsttime buyer 11 years and nine months to save a
15% deposit. But reducing the deposit to 10%
cuts three and a half years off the saving time to
eight years and three months. And saving just
5% cuts over seven off the time to save a deposit
meaning it takes just four years to save up.
Time to Save by size of deposit Q4 2016 for single buyer
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LETTINGS
Heading North – London investors bought 22,000
homes outside the capital last year – a new record

M

ore London based investors are purchasing
buy-to-let homes outside the capital than
ever before. Lower entry costs and higher yields
outside London are enticing investors to look further
afield than they have previously. The proportion of
London investors buying outside the capital reached
50% in 2017 compared with 19% in 2011. Last
year, London investors bought over 22,000 homes
outside the capital up from 3,311 in 2010 when
the Countrywide Lettings Index began. This is more
than the number of homes sold in Manchester and
Birmingham combined last year (21,951).

London only 12% of homes sold in April were bought
by an investor, close to a record low.

A record proportion of London investors are looking
North in search of higher yields and lower stamp
duty costs. The East has the highest proportion
of London landlords overall with over a quarter of
homes (26%) bought by an investor sold to a London
landlord. Nearly 1 in 10 (9%) homes in the North
that are bought by an investor are sold to a landlord
from London, up from 1 in 100 (1%) in 2010. In

Rental growth remained low across Great Britain in
April (0.5%) – mostly driven by London where rents
have fallen for the sixth consecutive month. The
repercussions of the stamp duty rush are still playing
out in the rental market as stock levels continue to
remain high. But with fewer investors buying in the
capital we will likely see stock levels fall, driving
future rental growth.

By buying outside of the capital, London investors
are significantly cutting their stamp duty bills
too. Landlords buying in London face an average
£40,400 stamp duty bill compared to £6,300 for
an investor buying elsewhere in the country. The
average stamp duty bill for a London investor is now
73% more compared to pre-stamp duty changes (Q1
2016), but only 8% higher for an investor outside
London.

No. of homes bought by London
based investors outside the capital

London investors as a % of
all investors (2017)
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STAT OF THE MONTH
Breaking the £1m barrier

Year of the first £1m+ sale
After 2010
2005 to 2010
2000 to 2005
Before 2000
No £1m+ sales
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